
Under cabinet light

• Delicious
• matt chrome
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Make light an essential ingredient
 
These Philips myKitchen Delicious under cabinet lights shine accurately and brightly when you cook, and help to stay clean

afterwards with its easy-cleaning matt chrome surface. An optional dimmer even turns it into a mood setter.

Benefits

Designed for your kitchen
• Accurate colors with high quality light
 
Sustainable light solutions
• Warm white light
• Always a Philips bulb included
• Cool white light

• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Energy saving
 
Special characteristics
• On/off switch on article
 

Features

Warm white light

Light can have different color temperatures, indicated in units called Kelvin
(K). Lamps with a low Kelvin value produce a warm, more cosy light, while

those with a higher Kelvin value produce a cool, more energising light. This
Philips lamp offers warm white light for a cosy atmosphere.
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Accurate colors

This Philips kitchen light makes colors reflect in a natural and accurate way.
Just the way the sun would do.

Always a Philips bulb included

High quality Philips light bulbs are included in the box to achieve the best light
effect.

Cool white light

Light can have different color temperatures, indicated in units called Kelvin
(K). Lamps with a low Kelvin value produce a warm, more cosy light, while
those with a higher Kelvin value produce a cool, more energising light. This
Philips light offers cool white light that keeps you energised.

Dimmable

Adjust the light intensity of this Philips light with a dimmer switch (not
included).This makes this light ideal for highlighting a feature or creating an
ambience for any occasion, whether a cosy meal à deux or chilling out with
family and friends in your living room.

Energy saving

This Philips energy saving lamp conserves energy compared to traditional light
sources, helping you to save money on your electricity bills and do your bit
for the environment.

On/off switch on article

With the button discreetly integrated onto the lamp, you can easily switch the
light on and off.
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Specifications
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Design and finishing
Material metal
Color matt chrome

Extra feature/accessory incl.
Dimmable YES
Halogen lamp(s)
included

YES

Defined light beams YES

Product dimensions & weight
Height 5.4 cm
Length 9.0 cm
Width 14.3 cm
Net weight 0.560 kg

Technical specifications
Mains power Range 220 V - 240 V

50-60 Hz
Bulb technology halogen

12 V
Number of bulbs 2
Fitting/cap G4
Wattage bulb
included

20 W

Maximum wattage
replacement bulb

20 W

Light color warm white
Fixture dimmable Yes
LED No

Built in LED NO
Energy class included
light source

C

Fixture is compatible
with bulb(s) of class

B to E

Lifetime up to 2,000 hrs
IP code IP20

protection against objects bigger than
12.5 mm
no protection against water

Class of protection III - safe extra low voltage
Lumen output bulb
included

255 lm

Service
Warranty 2 year(s)

Packaging dimensions & weight
Height 26.5 cm
Length 15.4 cm
Width 7.8 cm
Weight 0.735 kg

Miscellaneous
Especially designed
for

Kitchen

Style Contemporary
Type Under cabinet light
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